Abstract: During a cue-distractor task, participants repeatedly produce syllables prompted by visual cues. Distractor syllables are presented to participants via headphones 150 ms after the visual cue (before any response). The task has been used to demonstrate perceptuomotor integration effects (perception effects on production): response times (RTs) speed up as the distractor shares more phonetic properties with the response. Here it is demonstrated that perceptuomotor integration is not limited to RTs. Voice Onset Times (VOTs) of the distractor syllables were systematically varied and their impact on responses was measured. Results demonstrate trial-specific convergence of response syllables to VOT values of distractor syllables. 1. Introduction Well-entrenched motor habits are not straightforwardly modifiable in speech or other areas of motor skill. Yet habits can change. We know this because of studies that demonstrate change in speakers' phonetic characteristics to match those of ambient speech, referred to as phonetic convergence (Babel, 2010; Nielsen, 2011; Pardo, 2006; Sancier and Fowler, 1997; Sato et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2017, among others). However, such effects have never been demonstrated at the shortest time scales of single perception-production loops. Rather, they are reported as the effects of trials distributed over the course of periods of typically at least 30 min in laboratory-based investigations and substantially longer periods in the case of investigations involving immersion in a different ambient language. For example, Fowler et al. (2003) tested whether the response Voice Onset Times (VOTs) of participants shadowing VCV sequences containing voiceless stops would be longer when the stimulus sequence stops had artificially extended VOTs compared with response VOTs to unmodified stops. Results indeed showed significantly longer VOTs in response to artificially extended VOTs than unmodified VOTs, that is, evidence for convergence toward the stimulus VOTs. However, assessment of convergence was based on distributions of deviations from the mean VOT for each condition (extended vs unmodified VOT) drawn from the full duration of the experiment. In our present study, we aim to uncover changes in VOT on a trial-specific basis. No previous study has demonstrated such changes at this scale of individual perception-production loops. One line of work, using the so-called cue-distractor paradigm, has been particularly successful at demonstrating trial-specific perceptuomotor integration effects in speech (Kerzel and Bekkering, 2000; Galantucci et al., 2009; Roon and Gafos, 2015) . In a cuedistractor paradigm, participants utter syllables in response to visual cues ("if you see ** say /ka/, if you see ## say /ta/"). After a visual cue appears but before any response, participants are presented with a distractor syllable and are told to ignore it. This paradigm differs from that used in shadowing tasks, in that shadowing stimuli constitute both the cue to respond and the target of convergence, whereas in the cue-distractor paradigm, the distractor is presented after the visual cue and during speech planning. Roon and Gafos (2015) presented auditory distractors that never matched responses in having the same place of articulation, but had voicing that was either congruent (e.g., /ta/ response, /pa/ distractor with both syllable-initial consonants voiceless) or incongruent (e.g., /ta/ response, /ba/ distractor with /ta/ voiceless vs /ba/ voiced syllable-initial consonant) with the response. Response times (RTs) were slower in the incongruent case than in the congruent case. However, all previous studies using this paradigm employ distractors whose continuous phonetic parameters are constant: /pa/ distractors had a fixed value of VOT
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Introduction
Well-entrenched motor habits are not straightforwardly modifiable in speech or other areas of motor skill. Yet habits can change. We know this because of studies that demonstrate change in speakers' phonetic characteristics to match those of ambient speech, referred to as phonetic convergence (Babel, 2010; Nielsen, 2011; Pardo, 2006; Sancier and Fowler, 1997; Sato et al., 2013; Tobin et al., 2017, among others) . However, such effects have never been demonstrated at the shortest time scales of single perception-production loops. Rather, they are reported as the effects of trials distributed over the course of periods of typically at least 30 min in laboratory-based investigations and substantially longer periods in the case of investigations involving immersion in a different ambient language. For example, Fowler et al. (2003) tested whether the response Voice Onset Times (VOTs) of participants shadowing VCV sequences containing voiceless stops would be longer when the stimulus sequence stops had artificially extended VOTs compared with response VOTs to unmodified stops. Results indeed showed significantly longer VOTs in response to artificially extended VOTs than unmodified VOTs, that is, evidence for convergence toward the stimulus VOTs. However, assessment of convergence was based on distributions of deviations from the mean VOT for each condition (extended vs unmodified VOT) drawn from the full duration of the experiment. In our present study, we aim to uncover changes in VOT on a trial-specific basis. No previous study has demonstrated such changes at this scale of individual perception-production loops.
One line of work, using the so-called cue-distractor paradigm, has been particularly successful at demonstrating trial-specific perceptuomotor integration effects in speech (Kerzel and Bekkering, 2000; Galantucci et al., 2009; Roon and Gafos, 2015) . In a cuedistractor paradigm, participants utter syllables in response to visual cues ("if you see ** say /ka/, if you see ## say /ta/"). After a visual cue appears but before any response, participants are presented with a distractor syllable and are told to ignore it. This paradigm differs from that used in shadowing tasks, in that shadowing stimuli constitute both the cue to respond and the target of convergence, whereas in the cue-distractor paradigm, the distractor is presented after the visual cue and during speech planning. Roon and Gafos (2015) presented auditory distractors that never matched responses in having the same place of articulation, but had voicing that was either congruent (e.g., /ta/ response, /pa/ distractor with both syllable-initial consonants voiceless) or incongruent (e.g., /ta/ response, /ba/ distractor with /ta/ voiceless vs /ba/ voiced syllable-initial consonant) with the response. Response times (RTs) were slower in the incongruent case than in the congruent case. However, all previous studies using this paradigm employ distractors whose continuous phonetic parameters are constant: /pa/ distractors had a fixed value of VOT throughout the experiment. /pa/ was shown to speed up production of /ta/ (more than /da/) but no effect on the VOT of the /ta/ response could be assessed.
We present here an extension of the cue-distractor paradigm wherein we systematically varied the phonetic distance between the mean VOT of a particular speakerhearer's speech and the distractor VOTs with which that speaker-hearer is presented. Our hypothesis is that perceptuomotor integration extends beyond RTs to the actual subcategorical phonetic properties of the produced responses. That is, we hypothesized that phonetic details of the produced response syllable, within each trial, would be subtly affected by those of the auditorily presented distractor within that trial. Testing this hypothesis required that we register participant-specific VOTs in a baseline block (without any distractors) and that we assign distractors to participants on the basis of participantspecific baseline phonetic properties. In order to assess changes in VOT on a trial-specific basis, we derived a dependent variable (response-baseline differential: d rb ), in which every data point constitutes a measure of change from the baseline. This is in distinction to the standard approach of comparing overall measures of raw VOT between a baseline vs experimental block, wherein VOTs from all within-block trials are pooled. Furthermore, we presented the distractor stimuli very soon (150 ms) after the visual cue, so that participants' planning of the response would be ongoing by the time they heard the distractor. We thus intended to influence speech planning in progress (insofar as planning is distinct from execution, cf. L€ ofqvist, 2010). Our results provide, for the first time, evidence that participants' responses converge to these distractor VOTs.
Method
Twenty-two undergraduate students at Universit€ at Potsdam were recruited to participate in the experiment and received course credit as compensation. All were native speakers of German with no history of speech or hearing disorders. Participants sat in a soundtreated booth facing a computer monitor, wearing headphones. Experimental sessions were divided into a baseline (n ¼ 100) block followed by three experimental blocks yielding (n ¼ 3 Â 240) 720 experimental trials. In the baseline block, participants were instructed to produce a syllable each time they saw a visual cue on the monitor; /ta/ for visual cue "##" and /ka/ for visual cue "**." On each trial, a fixation cross appeared for 500 ms at the center of the screen followed by the visual cue (## or **), which was presented in gray on a black background. Participants were instructed to respond as fast as possible once the cue appeared. The visual cue was kept on the screen until a response was detected by the built-in microphone of the presentation computer. Subsequently, the visual cue disappeared, and a new trial began after 800 ms. The 100 trials of the baseline block were evenly divided between the two cue syllables, yielding 50 tokens of each syllable. No auditory distractor syllables were presented during this baseline block. After the baseline, the experimenter ran an automatic acoustic landmark-detection algorithm to estimate the participant's baseline VOTs, which took 3-5 min. This allowed us to promptly assign participants to distractor VOT ranges near to or far from their baseline (see below). The baseline VOTs were also verified manually after the experiment with a semi-automatic algorithm. All measurements were carried out in software (Kuberski et al., 2016) whose performance with respect to other landmark identification methods has been quantified. Response VOT and syllable duration were computed based on the stop release burst, phonation initiation, and cessation landmarks. VOT was the interval in milliseconds between release burst and phonation initiation. Syllable duration was the interval between stop release burst and phonation cessation. RT was the interval between visual cue onset and release burst.
After the baseline block and the estimation of the participant-specific baseline VOTs, the experimental blocks were administered. Trials during these blocks were identical to those of the baseline block with the exception that 150 ms after the presentation of the visual cue participants heard a distractor that phonemically matched (e.g., cue: "##" /ta/, distractor: /ta/) or mismatched (e.g., cue: "##" /ta/, distractor: /ka/) the intended response but varied in VOT. Participants were told to ignore everything they heard. Distractor syllable stimuli were drawn from 9-step VOT continua for /ta/ and /ka/, ranging from 45 to 85 ms in 5 ms steps. Continua were created in Praat by resynthesizing natural tokens of a female native German speaker. Stimuli were normalized to equal duration by trimming and fading the end of the vowel to 235 ms and to equal amplitude (73 dB). To ensure variation in phonetic distance between baseline and distractor VOT, half of the participants with short baseline VOTs (<65 ms) and half with long ones (>65 ms) heard the shorter five steps of the VOT continua (45-65 ms). The other halves of these two groups heard the longer five steps (65-85 ms). Experimental sessions lasted about 30 min.
Results

Baselines
A descriptive overview of our data is presented in Fig. 1 . Density plots of individual participants' baseline VOTs for /ta/ and /ka/ appear on the left and boxplots of individual participants' response syllable durations in the baseline and distractor tasks, on the right. We see not only substantial speaker-specific variation in VOT distributions and syllable durations, but also considerable within-speaker variation among the responsesinstances of lengthening and shortening of syllable duration between the baseline and distractor tasks can both be seen.
It is well known that syllable duration and VOT are correlated. Longer syllables yield longer VOTs (Allen et al., 2003) . In our data too, syllable duration is correlated with VOT both in the baseline (r ¼ 0.46, t ¼ 2.34, p ¼ 0.03) and in the distractor task (r ¼ 0.64, t ¼ 3.68, p ¼ 0.001; Fig. 2, left) . Likewise, RT is also correlated with syllable duration, both in the baseline (r ¼ 0.57, t ¼ 3.07, p ¼ 0.01) and in the distractor task (r ¼ 0.51, t ¼ 2.65, p ¼ 0.02; Fig. 2, right) .
In assessing convergence, our dependent measure uses the quotient of the (raw) response VOT and response syllable duration (VOT r / r r ), that is, the syllable durationnormalized response VOT. This allows one to maintain better data hygiene in two ways. It helps to identify cases in which raw response VOT happened to lengthen in the distractor task compared to baseline as a mere by-product of syllable duration lengthening, rather than genuine convergence of response VOTs to a longer distractor VOT. By way of illustration, consider participant 5 (P5, Fig. 3 , top row). The boxplots in the top left panel indicate longer response syllables in the distractor task than in the baseline. The density plots in the top center and right panels compare distributions of response VOTs in the baseline and distractor tasks using raw VOTs centered on the distractor VOT mean (center) and syllable duration-normalized response VOTs (right). In the raw VOT plot, response VOTs from the distractor task are shifted upwards from baseline toward the mean distractor VOT (shown by the vertical line). However, this apparent increase in response VOTs disappears when the response VOTs are normalized by syllable duration (top right). Conversely, some participants whose syllable durations are substantially shorter in the distractor than in the baseline task do not appear to converge toward the mean distractor VOT if we only consider raw VOTs. Yet, they do show convergence to the distractor in the syllable duration-normalized response VOT measure. In the presence of distractors whose mean VOT is longer than that of the baseline, raw response VOTs may appear to go unchanged. This apparent lack of convergence is due to shortening of the response syllables to which the VOTs belong, with concomitant shortening of the response VOTs themselves as a result of the well-known relation between syllable duration and VOT. Participant 9 (P9) is an example (Fig. 3, bottom row) . In contrast to P5, P9's syllable durations are shorter in the distractor task than in the baseline (Fig. 3 , bottom left). Whereas centered raw response VOT distributions from baseline and distractor tasks largely overlap, suggesting no robust convergence, distributions for VOT r /r r distributions indicate a robust VOT increase in response to distractors.
Relation between distractor and response VOT
We introduce some notation. We write VOT b , VOT d , and VOT r for the VOTs of the baseline, distractor, and response, respectively. Our independent variable is the difference between distractor and mean baseline VOT, calculated separately for /t/ and for /k/: VOT d -VOT b . We refer to this as d db (distractor-baseline differential). Our aim is We analyzed the data with linear mixed-effects regression in the R statistical environment (Bates et al., 2015) . The continuous independent variables d db (distractorbaseline differential) and RT (log 10 transformed), and the dichotomous independent variables Cue Syllable (/ta/ vs /ka/, dummy coded with /ta/ as the reference level) and Congruency (match vs mismatch, dummy coded with match as the reference level) and their interactions were fixed factors. The continuous independent variables were centered to reduce multicollinearity. The model included random intercepts for Participant and by-Participant random slopes for d db . Our dependent variable is d rb (response-baseline differential). We used the lmerTest package to estimate F-statistics, denominator degrees of freedom, and p-values corresponding to the linear mixed-effects regression output for brevity (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) . Regression results are presented in Fig. 4 among faster responses, as distractor VOT moves away (either above or below) from a participant's baseline VOT, the response VOT converges toward the distractor VOT. This is visible in the positive slopes in Fig. 4 . At slower RTs, however, the impact of d db is diminished. This is clear in the flattening of the regression lines in the right panels of Fig. 4 .
We further observe a significant 3-way interaction of d db Â RT Â Congruency [F(1, 14 733.0) ¼ 10.7266, p < 0.01]: Congruency modulates the observed interaction of d db Â RT: when cue and distractor match, the interaction is stronger, whereas when cue and distractor mismatch, the interaction is weaker. In Fig. 4 , this is visible from the steeper and more variable slopes of the solid (match) lines vs the shallower and less variable slopes of the dashed (mismatch) lines. The stronger effect on d rb of d db Â RT among cue-distractor pairs matching in constriction location is consistent with the greater impact of matching/congruent tokens than mismatching/incongruent tokens on RT in prior cue-distractor investigations (Galantucci et al., 2009; Roon and Gafos, 2015) . Greater compatibility of distractor and cue syllable allows greater integration of the phonetic parameters of the distractor and the cued syllable in speech planning.
In order to test our fixed effects for multicollinearity, we calculated the Variance Inflation Factors of the model and found them all to be lower than 1.3. Though not of special experimental interest, we also note for completeness the two remaining significant effects: Cue Syllable /ka/ has a significantly higher intercept than Cue Syllable /ta/ [F(1, 11 222.7) ¼ 189.3713, p < 0.01], and cue-distractor pairs that mismatch have a significantly higher intercept than those that match [F(1, 14 731.4) ¼ 17.3750, p < 0.01].
The interactions suggest that effects of RT are tightly bound to the phonetic parameter effects we report. Remaining effects were not significant.
Discussion
Our main result is trial-specific convergence of response syllables to VOT values of distractor syllables. This convergence is modulated by reaction time. Why is convergence more evident at faster RTs? Recall the significant d db Â RT interaction: the impact of d db is greatest among shorter RTs, becoming weaker as RT increases. Consider a speaker's action upon presentation of the visual cue for a /ta/. In responding to the cue, the speaker must assemble a set of parameter values that specify the required vocal tract action. These include (but are not limited to) organ-specific parameters referring to the constriction location of the organ forming the consonant as well as a parameter specifying the VOT for that consonant and, crucially, metrification parameters relevant to the prosody of the response (Dell et al., 1993) . The latter include the duration of the syllable, the frame into which the segmental content must be fit. At the fastest RTs, metrification is completed at times comparable to those of the convergence effect. Once metric planning is fixed, VOT cannot be modified subsequently by changes in syllable duration (recall that syllable duration is correlated with VOT as shown in Fig. 2, left) . It follows that convergence should surface most transparently at the fastest RTs, untainted by any additional effects deriving from syllable duration modification. We assume, as it is standard in phonetics and other areas of cognition and action, that planning is a stage during which parameters (for us, VOT) settle to their chosen values for production or movement execution and that this stage takes place before movement execution (Catford, 1977, Erlhagen and Sch€ oner, 2002) . As RTs increase, syllable durations also increase (Fig. 2,  right) . This in turn affects the VOTs of the prolonged syllables to an extent that obscures any reliable effects of VOT change due specifically to convergence.
In addition to being consistent with prior work on (mis)matching cuedistractor pairs in this paradigm, the positive slopes among mismatching cue-distractor pairs suggest a non-articulator-specific level of planning. The observation is also consistent with Nielsen (2011) , who found transfer of VOT convergence from shadowed /p/-initial to novel /k/-initial words.
Consider the evidence for divergence at the late RTs. Interpretation should be cautious here for at least three reasons. First, given that there is a positive correlation between VOT and RT (and thus between d rb and RT), as there is between r duration and VOT, we are liable to find ceiling effects among longer RTs. Since longer RTs are associated with longer VOTs and higher values of d ) decreases (because r r increases) while the second ratio remains constant. As d db increases (distractor VOT extends further and further above the baseline VOT), VOT r does not follow suit: convergence may not be a simple linear function of the distance between distractor and baseline VOT. Consider findings from similar paradigms in other domains. In oculomotor and manual reaching studies, deviations toward distractors occur only when distractor and target are located close enough together (e.g., within 20 to 30 of the visual field) and saccade endpoints in these cases are usually in between target and distractor (Van der Stigchel and Theeuwes, 2005) . Again, our datasets do not suffice to address these issues in our domain due to the paucity of relevant observations. More encompassing distractorbaseline differentials and more abundant observations at large values of d db are both required to explore these issues further. In sum, at longer RTs, there is more time than at fast RTs for other effects (additional to the effect that the distractor's VOT has on the VOT of the planned response) to change the ultimately observed VOT value.
What are the implications of our results for perception-production models? Past work on perceptuomotor effects sheds light either on phonetic parameter values (e.g., Sancier and Fowler, 1997; Nielsen 2011) or on how cue-response congruency affects the RTs (e.g., Kerzel and Bekkering, 2000; Galantucci et al., 2009) . Our results indicate that phonetic parameter values and RTs are related. Joint observations of phonetic parameter values and RTs thus offer prime data for developing perceptionproduction models. Attending to both better constrains our understanding of the perception-production link than limiting focus to one of these aspects alone.
Conclusion
Imitating speech, whether intentionally or unintentionally, necessitates transforming perceptual input to vocal tract motor output. A cue-distractor task requires concurrent use of both perception and production, as participants hear distractors while planning responses. This differs from many tasks employed in investigations of convergence (e.g., shadowing, conversational interaction), where convergence occurs prior to speech planning for the response. Whereas previous cue-distractor studies have established perceptuomotor interactions in RTs, the phonetic characteristics of their distractor stimuli were kept constant. In an extension of this line of work, we varied the VOT of the distractors and asked whether perceptuomotor effects occur not just in RTs but also in VOT values. Participants' baseline VOTs were measured before delivery of distractor stimuli. This enabled quantification of changes in response VOTs for any given participant as a result of exposure to distractors with systematically different VOTs. Results indicate that within each trial, response VOTs were subtly attracted to VOTs of the auditorily presented distractors. Effects were more evident at the faster RTs. Overall, our results constitute the first demonstration of trial-specific phonetic convergence (seen most reliably at faster RTs) of response syllables to VOT values of distractor syllables.
What is the import of our results for change over longer time scales? Our general hypothesis was that perceptuomotor interactions subserve phonetic change. Crucially, the existence of convergence at the microchronic time scale, as demonstrated here in terms of VOT, does not necessitate macrochronic change; microchronic refers to, as in Catford (1977) , the time scale of a few hundred milliseconds as in one trial of our experiment and macrochronic to the time scale that pertains to months or years as in, for example, the change implicated in the VOT effects reported in Sancier and Fowler (1997) . It neither follows from our hypothesis nor is it a consequence of our demonstration that lasting change necessarily happens when a listener is exposed to speech from speakers whose production characteristics in terms of VOT differ from those of the listener. This is due to nesting of time scales. Perceptuomotor interactions take place at the microchronic time scale. When fast interactions are embedded in longer time scales, their effects are fragile. Specifically, effects at the fastest time scales can wash out due to the very same reasons giving rise to their existence. If a participant's production VOTs shorten as a result of being exposed to VOTs shorter than the participant-specific mean, listening to VOTs that are longer than the participant-specific mean would have the opposite effect. Issues of input variability, multiplicity of interactional partners, length, and consistency of exposure are all factors modulating change, or lack thereof, at longer time scales. While keeping these factors in mind, our study contributes to isolating the common denominator of any convergence, that is, the subtle effects that listening to speech has on the production of speech.
